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NIKKEI EXPLODES TO A NEW HIGH FOR 2019 

 

  As this is being written on April 16, the Nikkei has just exhibited a weekly “gap up” on Monday, 

April 15, rallying to 22,261 so far, its highest mark since December 4, 2018. This supports the idea that 

the low of December 26, at 18,948, was at least a 16.5-month cycle, and probably a longer-term 33-month 

cycle trough. As stated in our last two reports, “Given that Jupiter is now in Sagittarius (November 8, 

2018 through December 2, 2019), and given that historically Jupiter in Sagittarius has frequently 

corresponded to longer-term cycle crests or secondary highs, our bias is that the 16.5- and 33-month 

cycles did bottom on December 26, and the Nikkei will eventually rise above those two moving averages 

(24- and 39-week) in the not-too-distant future. What we don’t know yet is how high the Nikkei can rally. 

Jupiter and Sagittarius both rule “exaggeration,” which means prices could rally quite high, even above 

the 24,448 high of October 2, 2018.” Yet, the Nikkei is still in the price range of a corrective rally from 

sell off into December 26, which is 21,698 +/- 649, albeit near the Fibonacci 61.8% top of this range.  

 

 
 



Longer-Term Cycles 

 

 The low of December 26, 2018 was likely a 33-month cycle trough, the first of three such phases 

within the greater 8.33-year cycle that double bottomed in February and June 2016 at 14,864 and 14,865. 

The low of December 26 was 34 months after the low of February 2016, and 30 months after the low June 

2016. April will thus start the 4th month of the second 3-moth cycle phase. It will also start the 4th month 

of the first of two 16.5-month half cycles that occur within the 33-month cycle. Both cycles are therefore 

young, and hence bullish, fitting well with bullish nature of Jupiter in Sagittarius described above. 

 

 The big question is: can the Nikkei make a make a new multi-year high in these new 16.5- and 33-

month cycles? Can it exceed the 24,448 high of the last 33-month cycle that occurred on October 2, 2018? 

We don’t know. It is possible, of course, because with Jupiter in Sagittarius, there is no limit to how high 

or market can rally, or – once the top is in – how far it can fall. Jupiter in Sagittarius pertain to the 

principle of exaggeration. Everything is “more” than normal, whether in terms of rallies or declines. 

Historically, a long-term cycle (or secondary cycle to a long-term cycle) happen during the time Jupiter is 

in Sagittarius, and usually a couple of months before it leaves the sign of exaggeration (December 2, 

2019). If we were to try and pinpoint and perfect time for the crest of this passage, it will be within two 

months of the time Jupiter turns stationary direct, which happens on August 11. Using the Sun/Mars 

conjunction of September 2, we would narrow that geocosmic time band for a major trend reversal 

(culmination of a long-term cycle) to the months of August and September. But these projections can 

change depending on the primary cycle patterns that form between now and then. 

 

 Therefore, we will focus on the labeling of the primary cycles between now and then, which are 

currently in a bullish trend. 

 

Primary Cycle 

  

 April 15 will start the 16th week of the 12-20 week primary cycle off the low of December 26 at 

18,848. It also starts the 3rd week of the third 4-7 week major cycle phase off of the 20,911 low of March 

25. If correct, a primary cycle crest is due at any time, to be followed by the steepest 2-5 week decline 

since the lows of December 26.  

 

 The alternate labeling is that March 25 was an early 13-week primary cycle. The explosive recent 

gaps up suggest this could be the case, for the early phase of primary cycles is almost always bullish, and 

this would be a younger cycle. However explosive rallies can also happen in the third phase. The 

difference is that if this is the third phase of an older primary cycle, a top is due at any time and sharp 2-5 

week decline is due to follow. If this is a younger cycle, the Nikkei could rally for several more weeks, 

and any declines right now would be modest in comparison to the former labeling. We will assume this is 

an older primary cycle for now, but with an awareness it may be a younger and even more bullish cycle if 

it continues to rise past the next week. 

 

 In the preferred cycle labeling, a primary cycle crest is due now. We have three powerful critical 

reversal dates in effect now: April 12, April 25-26, and May 6, +/- 3 trading days. The crest could 

culminate with anyone of these. If the crest is completed this week, then a 2-5 week decline would take us 

into the May 6 period for a low. If the rally continues into May 6, then we will look at May 18 as the next 

time for a low, +/- 4 trading days. The geocosmic calendar show a Sun/Uranus conjunction on April 22 

and a Venus/Uranus conjunction on May 18. Sometimes a strong Ursinus aspect coincides with a 

breakout of nearby resistance (or support) if it isn’t a reversal. This, the gap up this week looks like a 

“breakout” of resistance, consistent with the Sun/Uranus conjunction unfolding Monday, April 22. If it 

doesn’t turn now, it might continue into the April 25-26 time frame +/- 3 trading days. If it goes past that, 

then we have to consider that this is a newer and bullish primary cycle. As long as the Nikkei doesn’t 



close that gap (fall below 21,878), the breakout analysis holds. If it does start to close that gap, then the 

reversal outlook will be in effect. We have no technical or chart patterns yet indicating it is reversing this 

week. 

 

 Our price analysis last month stated, “If it can exceed 21,860 on a closing basis, then our upside 

projection for a primary cycle crest is 22,737 +/- 447 or 23,850 +/- 578. To that, we can now add 22,710 

+/- 444 and 22,823 +/- 457. Any break below 21,879 implies the top is in and the 2-5 week decline is 

underway, possible back to the 21,000 area or lower. below  

 

Strategy: Position traders were flat and advised to “… look to buy a 2-5 week decline from the high that 

forms on this rally, possibly back to 21,000 or lower, but not below 19,000.” That happened with the low 

of 20,911 on March 25. Bring you stop-loss up to a close below there, but look to take some profits this 

week or next, especially if the Nikkei gets to 22,700 +/- 200. Look to buy back on a 2-5 week decline to 

21,500 or below We will provide price targets to buy in our weekly reports when they become apparent. 

Right now, it is too early to calculate. 

 

 Aggressive traders are also long per last month’s report.  per instructions given for position traders 

above. You may look to take some profits now. Cover and go short at 22,700 +/- 200, with a stop-loss on 

a close above 23,300. Look to cover any shorts and reverse back to the long side on a 2-5 week decline 

into May 6 or May 18, +/- 1 week. Again, we will provide price points to buy when they can be calculated 

(after this rally is over), in our weekly reports. 

 

U.S. DOLLAR/YEN IN RANGE OF A DOUBLE TOP CHART FORMATION 

 

 Since our report of last month, the Dollar/Yen has rallied to 112.09 on April 12-15, right on our 

current two-star CRD zone. This is a double top to the cycle high of 112.12 on March 5, two trading days 

after our March 1-4 two-star CRD zone. This is still within the congestion zone, identified previously as 

107.40- 113.25. This is now clear resistance, and failure to take it out will mean a bearish double top chart 

pattern is in force. A break below last week’s low of 108.83 would suggest that is the case. 

 

 



 

 Except for this chart formation, there is nothing else yet that strongly indicates a top has ben 

completed. The weekly stochastics are still pointed up. It is still early in a 33-month cycle. But at the 

same time, prices are also still below a 4-point downward trend line. A close above A-B-C-D on the 

weekly chart would confirm the 104.96 low of early January was a 33-month cycle trough and a new 

yearly high could be unfolding, above the prior high of 114.53 made in early October. 

 

 
 

 April 15 starts the 15th week of the 26-40 week primary cycle of the low of January 3 at 104.96. It 

also starts the 3rd week of the second off the low of 109.70 on March 25. As stated in last month’s report, 

“… the decline to a major cycle low is now underway. The price target is 108.59 +/- .41 or 108.54 +/- .85. 

They are in the same area, so this is a strong support zone to look to buy into if it declines and finds 

support there in the next 1-3 weeks.” The timing was good, but the decline didn’t quite make it to that 

price range for a low. 

 

 In spite of the current double top chart formation, other chart patterns are bullish. If it can close 

above this 112-112.25 resistance zone, the n upside price garget becomes 114.13 +/- 1.08. If not, the 

Dollar/Yen may be readying for a decline to a 13-20 week half-primary cycle low. The daily stochastics 

are overbought and double looping, so that is a possibility. If so, the downside price target for that low, 

due in the next 5 weeks, would be 108.17 +/- .47.  A break below 111.25 would suggest that is happening. 

 

 There is a huge band of geocosmic signatures in effect now through May 18. Anything can happen, 

the potential for disruptive, unexpected events is higher than normal. And these could influence many 

financial markets, including currencies. As pointed out in the Nikkei section, a Sun/Uranus and 

Venus/Uranus conjunction on April 22 and May 18 is particularly important, for breakouts of well-

defined support and resistance often happens around these types of geocosmic signatures. Thus, we could 

see very sharp price moves, either way and maybe both ways, making this a difficult time frame for 

position trading, but a very active one for short-term, aggressive traders. We would look to trade opposite 

any highs or lows that are forming within 3 trading days of April 25-26, May 6, and May 18. At the same 

time, because of breakouts that accelerate the trend too during these times because of Uranus aspects. 



 

Trading strategies: Position traders are flat and may stand aside this month. Aggressive traders are also 

flat, as you may have been short with a stop-loss on a close above 112. You may go long on a break 

above resistance at 112-112.25. If filled, look to cover and even sell short at 114.13 +/- 1.08 if realized 

within one of the next CRD zones. With a stop-loss on a close above 116. Also, look to cover any shorts 

and go long on a decline to 108.17 +/- .47 nearby to one of the mentioned CRD zones. 

 

JGB RALLIES TO ANOTHER NEW 2-YEAR HIGH 

 

 On Tuesday, March 6, two days after our March 1-4 two-star critical reversal date, the JGB sold off 

to 152.41 for a probable primary cycle trough. It’s multi-year high had been attained February 19-22 at 

153. As stated last month, “A 2-5 week decline is due to start at any time, and ideally now, since this is a 

two-star CRD zone containing the important Venus/Saturn/Pluto conjunction of February 18-22, a 

combination that has relevance to all interest rate-related markets. The 153 high of February 19 could be 

the primary cycle crest and a double top chart formation, which can lead to a 2-5 week corrective 

decline. If so, we would likely see JGB fall to or below the 45-day moving average shortly, which 

currently stands at 152.52.” Bingo! 

 

 
 

 March 18 thus starts the 2nd week of a newer 15-23 week primary cycle. The market is bullish after 

the huge surge of October through February. After encountering initial resistance around the 153 high of 

February, I would expect new highs to follow. Any move below 152.41 means either that the trend is 

changing, or this is still an older primary cycle. Our strategy is simple: it will be to buy all declines that 

remain above 152.41. 

 

Trading Strategies: Position traders were flat and advised to “… buy a 2-5 week decline that tests, or 

falls below, the 45-day moving average. It would be best to see if this happens around one of the next two 

CRD zones of March 1-4 or March 15-18, +/- 3 trading days.” That happened with the low on March 6. 

Remain long now with a stop-loss on a close below 152.41. Very aggressive traders were short and 



advised, “…to cover and even go long on a drop below 152.50 in the next 2-5 weeks, especially if this 

happens around the March 1 or March 18 CRD zone. +/- 3 trading days. However, your stop-loss would 

probably have to start with a close below 152.” So, that worked out well too, and aggressive traders are 

also long with a stop-loss on a close below 152.41. Look to start taking some, but not all, profits anytime 

new highs are made within three trading days of a CRD zone, even this week. But basically, our approach 

is to buy all corrective declines now. 

 

 The next MMA Japan Cycles Report is due out April 17, 2019.   
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